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Why Did Google Reader Die? And what free Web service will be next? By Farhad Manjoo. March 14, 2013 .... Google Reader
is on its deathbed, slated to meet its end on July 1st. Its demise has been looming in the distance for a while, so this should ....
When Google announced its plans to shutter Google Reader in March, the Internet freaked out. Twitter users raised their virtual
pitchforks in .... Google Reader was an RSS feed reader created by the Google engineer Chris Whetherell in 2005. In July 1st,
2013 it was shut down by Google due to them not .... These 10 free RSS reader apps let you find a replacement for Google
Reader or Digg Reader— or just start enjoying your favorite content .... Get a simple overview of your RSS and Atom feeds in
the .... In addition to Google Reader, the company is also ceasing sales and updates for the Snapseed Desktop apps for Mac and
Windows, shutting .... Google Reader is dying come Monday, and the whole Internet is sad. I'm not sad. I won't miss it at all. I
used to use Google Reader a lot, as in every day, and it .... Feedly: organize, read and share what matters to you.. Thank you for
stopping by. Google Reader has been discontinued. We want to thank all our loyal fans. We understand you may not agree with
this decision, but .... Below are 46 Google Reader alternatives, assembled by Nick Kellet. We love Flipboard, Pulse, Feedly, and
Skygrid–and admittedly, not all do exactly the same .... Google Reader was an RSS/Atom feed aggregator operated by Google. It
was created in early 2005 by Google engineer Chris Wetherell and launched on October 7, 2005, through Google Labs. Google
Reader grew in popularity to support a number of programs which used it as a platform for serving news and information to
people.. 10 Great Google Reader Replacements. These ten RSS feed readers all offer something different, whether it's speed,
simplicity, social interaction, .... Popular Alternatives to Google Reader for Web, Windows, Android, Mac, iPhone and more.
Explore 25+ apps like Google Reader, all suggested and ranked by .... With Google Reader on its way out this Monday, many
users will be in need of a replacement for their RSS subscriptions. Here's a roundup of .... Google is closing Google Reader's
doors on July 1st, meaning you'll need to find a new way to get your news fix. Here's how to export all your feeds and put them
into a new reader (and which ones you should check out). ... Google Reader uses a tool called RSS to subscribe to web sites ....
When you find something you want to view later, put it in Pocket.. Here's the information you need to start using Google's Web-
based RSS reader like a pro.. When I heard Google was planning to kill Google Reader on July 1st as part of a "spring cleaning
exercise," I was appalled. Google had .... As the demise of Google Reader gets closer, users are finding that most of the new
RSS feed readers lack a seemingly simple feature: search. b2430ffd5b 
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